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WINTERLEY MILL AND POOL
Introduction
Winterley Pool is situated in the parish of Haslington just to the east of the Haslington
to Wheelock road, an ancient Turnpike Highway. This road is, in fact, the dam that
was built to create the pool.
The Pool Farm house lies on the south side of the pool. The mill was situated to the
west of the road, but has now gone completely and is replaced by a housing
development. However, the Mill House still exists on the edge of the new housing
and is privately owned.
This history covers all four parts of the area, the mill, Mill House, the pool and Pool
Farm
Notes are numbered and detailed on page 5.

Winterley Area in 1831 from a map by A. Bryant

The Mill
Ormerod in his History of Cheshire 1882 1 has several references to a mill or two
mills in Haslington or Winterley, the earliest being 'in the 17th year of the reign of
Henry VI' (i.e. 1439). However, there is no exact location or details of either of them.
The map of John Speed 1610 shows the course of Fowle Brook but without a pool, so
the early references probably do not refer to this mill.
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The first written record is from 1769 2 when John Sparrow and Hugh Henshall sold
Winterley Mill, pool and dwellings (a small part of their total local holdings) to
Joseph Whalley of Barthomley, a miller. There was much other activity in this area in
the late 1760s. Sir Brian Broughton Delves, the 5th Baronet in that line died in 1766
and was succeeded by Sir Thomas Broughton. Sir Thomas bought the manor of
Haslington in 1769 for £42,500 with two of the sellers being John Sparrow and Hugh
Henshall 3. At the same time the route for the proposed Trent and Mersey Canal was
being surveyed and finalised, with some land holdings being bought and sold. Hugh
Henshall was the Surveyor and later, following the death of James Brindley, the
Engineer for the Trent and Mersey Canal and John Sparrow was the company
Secretary.
On 24th June 1774 the watermill, pool and dwellings were sold by James Whalley of
Barthomley, a miller, to Samuel Scott of Soond (Sound?) 4.

The mill building
Water is fed from
the pool under the
road to the wheel
at the far end of
the building.
Note the lucam
(covered hoist) at
the far end of the
roof to enable
loading to the
upper floor direct
from the road.
reproduced by kind permission of Tony Bonson

The millers occupying the mill from 1783 to 1814 were John Smith and then another
John Smith, probably his son 2. In 1814 on the death of the owner, Samuel Scott, a
lease was signed for two years with Joseph Scott and Benjamin Scott, sons of Samuel
Scott 5. The particulars of this document include “a windmill for grinding corn and a
water corn mill”. This is the first reference to a windmill, which was situated on the
south-east corner of the site near to the bend in the road. Both mills are shown on
Bryant’s map of 1831 6.
With the pool being fed only by Fowle Brook, whose source was less than two miles
away in the fields of Oakhanger, the quality and volume of the water supply will
always have been variable. This is the reason why the pool is so large for just one
mill. So the capacity of the mill was supplemented with a wind powered mill.
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In 1816 the mill had new owners, namely Robert Timms & Co, who offered the mill
to let as follows: “A wind and water mill and a newly erected house at Winterley in the
township of Haslington in the County of Chester with about three statute acres of land
lying distant about one mile from Wheelock Wharf which is a capital road to
Manchester and other market towns.
The miller will show the premises, apply to Mr Lewis, New Wood House, Whitchurch;
Mr Robert Timms, Weston, Wynbury, or Mr John Whittingham, Wynbury” 2.
It appears that the owners were not immediately successful in finding a tenant for the
mill, as no occupier is recorded until James Simpson in 1818. James Simpson only
stayed for a couple of years until 1820 and set a pattern of occupation for the next
decade. William Bate succeeded Simpson from 1821 to 1823, being followed by
William Ollerenshaw in 1824. Slightly greater stability occurred from 1825 to 1830
when the occupier was Thomas Smith but he was replaced by Samuel Dale in 1831
for just the one year. The year of 1832 saw the arrival of William Moseley as the
miller at Winterley. He was still at the mill in 1840, aged 70, when he was assisted by
his 20 year old son Edward.
The 1839 tithe map shows the owners of the mill as being Mr Cook, Mr Lewis and Mr
Timmis and the miller confirmed as William Moseley. However, the pool was owned
by Sir John Delves Broughton 7.
During the 1840s the Moseley family left the mill, presumably on the death of
William, and a new miller called John Hallmark, aged 35, took over the mill from at
least 1847 2. Financial documents of 1844 8 and 1848 9 still refer to a “water corn-mill
and a windmill”.
From 1848, George Hallmark, who, in the 1851 Census Return, was 39, describing
himself as a master miller, lived at the mill with his wife, five children and a servant
and employed an apprentice miller in the business 2. The Hallmark family stayed at
the mill until the death of George in 1859. During 1860 Joseph Astbury made three
separate purchases of ¼ part of the mill from the Hallmark estate, the Scott estate and
from John Lewis. So he owned, via a mortgage, ¾ parts of the mill 10. The
conveyance documents at this time refer to "water corn mill and site of wind corn
mill" so by this time the windmill had gone. Joseph Astbury was the miller, living
there with his wife and five children 11. The Astbury family continued as millers
through to 1903, although the relationships appear to be complicated. Joseph Astbury
was married twice, had six children and at various times the miller was recorded as
Joseph Astbury, Thomas Astbury and John Astbury 12 until in 1896 Joseph Astbury
sold the ¾ part share of the mill to his son also Joseph Astbury 13.
During this time a steam engine was built at the mill, a further indication that the
Fowle Brook water source on its own was not adequate. In 1892 and 1902 Joseph
Astbury was recorded as miller (steam and water) 14. The steam engine chimney is
obvious in the photograph on page 4.
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Winterley Mill and Pool Around 1910
reproduced by kind permission of Colin McLean

For most of the existence of the mill and pool the ownership has been complicated.
As ownership was distributed amongst the beneficiaries of deceased owners it became
split and usually involved the sale of just one fourth part of the total. To illustrate this
a summary of the details of the 1903 sale are given here: “Conveyance between 1)William Clutton of Little Sutton near the city of
Chester, police constable. 2) Joseph Asbury the younger, formerly of Winterley Mill,
Haslington near Crewe, but now of Oak Tree Cottage, Cuddington near Northwich.
3) John Stringer of Sandbach, builder, and Arthur Griffiths Hill of Market Street,
Crewe, solicitor. 4) Sir Delves Louis Broughton of Doddington Park, Nantwich, Bt;
Whereby 1) as mortgagee, by direction of 2) as to three equal fourth parts releases
and 2) as beneficial owner to the same confirms and 3) as trustees as to the remaining
¼ share grant to 4) ---[a long description of the site]” 15.
So this sale brought the complete ownership of Winterley Mill, Mill House and pool
to the Delves Broughton estate.
In 1911 there was a major sale of land holdings by Sir Delves Louis Broughton of the
Doddington Estates in Haslington, extending to 1,700 acres. The sale was held on
15th and 16th May 1911 and Lot 9 was Winterley Mill and Pool. The sale particulars
of this lot are attached as Appendix A which gives details of the mill and its
machinery. From the notes made at the sale the bidding reached £800 but was then
passed, or not sold. The miller at this time was Jonathan Booth who held a 21 year
lease from 25th March 1907.
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In 1914 there was a further major sale of the Doddington Estates comprising a total of
4,331 acres in eight townships of the area and including the remainder of Haslington.
The sale was held on 20th, 21st and 22nd of July 1914 and in this sale Winterley Mill
and Pool was Lot 51. The sale particulars are attached as Appendix B. By this time
the miller was Herbert Bloor and the mill, pool and house were sold to him for £430.
He already owned Pool Farm, bought in the 1911 sale, and it is probable that from this
time the mill was only used occasionally, possibly for animal feed for the farm. The
mill is recorded as having ceased working around 1926 16.
Following the end of its working life as a mill, the machinery was stripped out and the
mill and outbuildings put to various uses. Fred Parton used all the outbuildings as
piggeries. After the piggeries finished, the mill and outbuildings were used as a
warehouse and garage. The land to the north of the mill race was not owned by or
part of the mill. At one time the building on it was operated as a slaughterhouse by
Mr George Jackson, a local butcher in Haslington. When the mill and both plots of
land were sold for the housing development this building was modernised and is now
9, Pool View. In 1998 the mill and outbuildings, but not the mill house, were bought
by a property developer and then demolished. Mowlem constructed a housing
development on the site in 2000.
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Mill House
There must have been a dwelling here since the mill was built in the 1760s. However,
an advert in the Macclesfield Courier of 20th July 1816 for a lease refers to “A wind
and water mill and a newly erected house at Winterley"
The house was included in all the sales of the mill, as detailed above, up to 1914,
when it was bought by Herbert Bloor, the miller at that time. Fred and Alice Ashley
lived in the mill at some time before 1930, but they were not millers, so it was
possibly after 1926.
In 1934,Charles Newton, the grandson of the Ashleys, moved with his family, when
he was aged two, from Manchester to live in the mill house. By then Fred had died
but Alice, Charles's grandmother, was still living. At that time the mill house was still
very small with few facilities i.e. no electricity and no gas. Lighting was by paraffin
lamps and hot water was boiled on the stove. There was no commercial or industrial
activity in the mill or outbuildings whilst he lived there.
The Newton family moved in 1954 and the mill and house were bought by Fred
Parton. He was very keen on pigs and used the outbuildings as piggeries for many
years. The house was extended and modernised in 1970. In 1973 he married Jean
Twemlow, who had six children, and the family have continued to live here until the
present time. Jean Parton (nee Twemlow) died in early 2012.

Mill House and outbuildings in 1969
reproduced by kind permission of the Parton family
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The Pool
The early maps of Christopher Saxton 1577 and John Speed 1610 show a large body
of water called Okehanger Mere just north of Oakhanger and the stream called
Fulbroke (now known as Fowle Brook) flowing through Winteley and on to Elton,
where it joins the River Wheelock.
Folklore has it that in the 1600s a channel was cut from Fowle Brook through to
Oakhanger Mere to drain it. The first accurate detailed map is by Peter Burdett 1777
and this shows Okehanger Mere now gone, Fowle Brook rising in moss land north of
Oakhanger and its subsequent course to Elton, via the pool at Winterley and the water
mill there.
The tithe map of 1839 shows that Winterley Pool was part of the northern boundary of
the extensive Delves Broughton estate. The map also shows a boat house situated
towards the eastern end of the pool on the south bank.

From a
postcard
of 1912

reproduced by kind permission of Colin McLean

In the 1911 auction of parts of the Delves Broughton estate Lot 9 was the pool and the
mill. The sitting tenant was Jonathan Booth and it was not sold.
In the 1914 auction of parts of the Delves Broughton estate Lot 51 was again the pool
and mill. It was bought by Herbert Bloor, the sitting tenant, for £430. He had
previously bought the Pool Farm in the 1911 auction as the sitting tenant, for £6,200.
When the pool was created it was the size that it now is. However, by the 1970s
(aerial map 1970) the east end was silted up and just wet meadows. In 1990 this area
was dredged and two pools were formed, the larger pool visible from the road and
known as the specimen lake with the match lake to the rear. The outflow from the
pool is in the south west corner via a sluice to control the water level in the pool. It
passes under the road in a culvert with a concrete emblem on the bridge wall denoting
CCC for Cheshire County Council and the date 1923.
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The fishing rights in the pool were initially leased to the Crewe Pioneer Anglers for
many years until the early 1980s. From around the mid 1990s the fishing has been
managed by Winterley Pool Fishery.
The species landed and the maximum weight include:
Species
Bream
Carp
Crucian carp
Eel
Perch
Pike
Roach
Tench

Weight in kgs
4.6
12.8
1.4
2.8
0.9
11.5
0.5
4.6

From 1990 numbers of Mute Swans on the pool increased rapidly due to the daily
provision by a local resident of a large amount of seed as food. The peak year was
1998 when there was a maximum day total of 137 birds, with 391 different birds
being recorded during the year. This excessive feeding stopped in the early 2000s and
numbers are now back to normal with less than ten in winter and usually one pair
breeding. (source South East Cheshire Ornithological Society Annual Reports.)

Pool Farm
The present Pool Farm house was built in 1904 by Sir Delves Louis Broughton of
Doddington.
In the 1911 auction of parts of the Doddington Estate Lot 6 was the farm and the sale
particulars are attached as Appendix C. The sitting tenant was Herbert Bloor. It was
initially passed at £5,600 but then sold to him for £6,200. However, he did not live on
the farm. His daughter, Mrs. Cockbain, lived in the farm house and a farm manager
looked after the farm.
James Kent Proudlove, known as Jim, also helped on the farm and in 1926 he bought
it from Herbert Bloor, who died in 1927. He continued with the dairy farm and also
started trading in potatoes.
After his death in 1955 farming was continued by Mrs. Proudlove and Joseph
Kenneth Proudlove, known as Ken, one of her seven children. When she died in 1973
the farm was bought by Ken from the Proudlove estate. Mr and Mrs Proudlove
farmed here for 40 years and also developed the potato business, trading as
JK Proudlove, Potato Merchant. He retired in 1998 and the farm and pool were sold
by auction on 14th May 1998.
Both the farm and pool were purchased by Vaughan Gaskell of Betchton Ltd for
around £1 million. They continue to farm there after converting the farm from dairy
to arable farming. The 1998 sales brochure is attached as appendix D.
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Appendix A
Lot 9 of the sale of portions of the Doddington Estates held on
15th and 16th May 1911
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Appendix B
Lot 51 of the sale of portions of the Doddington Estates held on
20th, 21st and 22nd July 1914
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Appendix C
Lot 6 of the sale of portions of the Doddington Estates held on
15th and 16th May 1911
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Appendix D part 1
Sale of Winterley Pool Farm by auction on 14th May 1998
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Appendix D part 2
Sale of Winterley Pool Farm by auction on 14th May 1998
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the finished layout

and finally in position , December 2013
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